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Abstract

The behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) is thought to be the

commonest clinical presentation of frontotemporal lobar degeneration and is

predominantly characterized by changes in behavior. In patients lacking

unequivocal biomarker evidence of frontotemporal neurodegeneration, the clinical

diagnosis of bvFTD is often unstable. In response, we conducted a systematic

review and critical appraisal of cognitive and behavioral tools that have sought to

differentiate bvFTD from other conditions. A systematic literature review of

PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science was conducted on December 31, 2023 for

cognitive and behavioral tools that differentiated bvFTD from other cohorts.

Ninety‐six studies were included. The quality appraisal of almost all studies was low

and introduced a high risk of bias. The few studies that were of high quality had a

prospective study design and recruited patients suspected (but not yet confirmed)

to have bvFTD. These studies reported that behavioral tools (e.g., the Frontal

Behavioral Inventory) and social cognition tests (e.g., the Ekman's Faces Test) had

good test performance in differentiating bvFTD from a broad range of psychiatric

and neurological conditions. Importantly, the review highlighted the extreme

paucity of studies that have evaluated methods where, in Bayesian terms, there is

genuine clinical uncertainty regarding a diagnosis of bvFTD. Most studies used

healthy controls of typical Alzheimer's disease as comparators—groups that often

have negligible pretest probability of bvFTD. In response, we propose a study

design checklist for studies seeking to develop diagnostic algorithms in bvFTD

research.
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INTRODUCTION

The behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) is the

most common clinical presentation of frontotemporal lobar

degeneration (FTLD).1 It is characterized predominantly by early

changes in behavior with cognitive decline emerging later in the

disease course.2 These behavioral and cognitive symptoms often

overlap with psychiatric disorders.3,4 Accordingly, the diagnosis

of bvFTD can be challenging, particularly in the absence of

unequivocal biomarker evidence of frontotemporal neurodegen-

eration. Though the current Frontotemporal Dementia Consor-

tium (FTDC) criteria5 are sensitive, the specificity of a possible

bvFTD diagnosis can be as low as 27% without supportive

biomarker evidence of neurodegeneration.6

Difficulty in making an accurate bvFTD diagnosis has been

highlighted throughout the literature. Studies reported that between

50% and 70% of people are initially misdiagnosed with a psychiatric

disorder,7,8 and that potentially many years then pass before bvFTD

is diagnosed; for instance, one study reported that FTD had the

longest delay in diagnosis compared to other forms of dementia with

an average latency of 6.1 years from symptom onset.9 Diagnostic

stability is not guaranteed at the point of a bvFTD diagnosis either. At

follow up, patients often have their diagnosis changed to a diverse

range of conditions, including other dementias, neurological diseases,

and primary psychiatric disorders.10 There is also a group of patients

who ultimately are not diagnosed with any clinical disorder11 that are

considered “phenocopies” of bvFTD.12 The difficulties of accurately

diagnosing bvFTD is as applicable to research studies as it is to

clinical practice. Instability of diagnosis may adversely affect

conclusions in research studies through inclusion of misdiagnosed

participants.

In response to these diagnostic challenges, numerous clinical

tools employing cognitive, behavioral, and other clinical assess-

ments have been proposed. There is no consensus, however, on

which tools best differentiate bvFTD from other conditions. This

review addressed this issue by systematically evaluating the

literature to provide an overview of the strengths and weak-

nesses of existing tools, while identifying areas for future

research. Furthermore, as with other degenerative dementias,

bvFTD is a progressive disease where the diagnostic accuracy of

tools may vary according to the disease stage at which they were

applied. This review, therefore, also systematically evaluated the

diagnostic process and staging used in the studies that were

identified.

METHODS

This systematic review was conducted in accordance with the

Preferred Reporting Items for a Systematic Review and Meta‐

Analysis of Diagnostic Test Accuracy Studies (PRISMA‐DTA) state-

ment.13 This review was not registered prospectively.

Eligibility criteria

To be included in this review, studies had to meet the following

eligibility criteria.

Inclusion criteria:

1. English‐language papers reporting on the diagnostic accuracy of

clinical tools (e.g., clinical inventories, scales, questionnaires,

algorithms, cognitive tests, and batteries, or multimodular cogni-

tive and behavioral instruments) that differentiated bvFTD from

other cohorts, including healthy controls.

2. Studies that provided test performance of the evaluated tools

with test accuracy, positive predictive value (PPV), negative

predictive value (NPV), positive likelihood ratio (PLR), negative

likelihood ratio (NLR), sensitivity, specificity, or receiver operating

characteristic area under the curve (AUC).

3. Observational studies with a minimum sample size of n = 5

bvFTD.

4. Studies that included patients diagnosed with bvFTD accord-

ing to established research or clinical criteria (e.g., the FTDC

criteria or the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders, 5th Edition [DSM‐5]). Note: while the included

studies stated that study participants met diagnostic criteria, it

was noted that many studies did not explain how these criteria

were met (e.g., whether on clinical grounds alone or if imaging

was included).

Exclusion criteria:

1. Studies that were unpublished, inaccessible, or incomplete.

2. Case reports, interventional studies, literature reviews, confer-

ence proceedings, book chapters, guidelines, and research

protocols.

3. Papers that did not describe the method by which bvFTD was

diagnosed.

4. Papers not in English.

5. Duplicate studies.

6. Studies that did not include a comparator and/or lacked outcomes

of interest (e.g., did not report test performance).

Information source

The systematic literature review was conducted, without time

restriction, until December 31, 2023 by performing an online search

in the following databases: PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science.

Search Strategy

The search strategy included the following terms: ((frontotemporal

dementia) OR (behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia) OR
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(bvFTD) OR (FTD)) AND ((tool) OR (test) OR (screen*) OR (question*)

OR (diagnosis) OR (scale) OR (instrument)).

Study selection

After deleting duplicates, the title and/or abstract of each study were

reviewed for reference to clinical tools for bvFTD. If no abstract was

available, the full text was reviewed in the first instance. The full text

of potentially relevant studies was evaluated to determine if they met

the eligibility criteria. Finally, the references of the resulting full texts

were searched for further relevant citations.

Data extraction

Data extracted from the identified articles included information

on study design (eligibility criteria, sample size, clinical tool);

information relevant to the quality appraisal; participant char-

acteristics (diagnosis, sample size); clinical investigations (neuro-

imaging, genetic testing, pathological assessments); diagnostic

criteria applied; and test performance (test accuracy, PPV, NPV,

PLR, NLR, sensitivity, specificity, or AUC). To indicate which

cohort had the greater impairment on each test, “<” and “>”

symbols were used. For this review an AUC of 0.5–0.6 was

described as a failure, 0.6–0.7 as poor, 0.7–0.8 as average,

0.8–0.9 as good, and 0.9–1.0 as excellent.

Quality assessment

The Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2 (QUADAS‐

2)14 was used to evaluate methodological quality. This tool has four

sections and 11 criteria that review the methodological quality in

diagnostic accuracy studies. Risk of bias is described for each of the

sections: “patient selection,” “index test,” “reference standard,” and

“flow and timing.” Each study was given a score for each criterion, a

total score of 0–11, and a risk of bias of “low,” “high,” or “unclear” for

each section.

RESULTS

Study selection

The systematic literature search generated 19,693 articles. After the

removal of duplicate articles, 12,715 articles remained. The titles and

abstracts were reviewed, with 633 articles identified that potentially

met inclusion criteria. These articles were then reviewed in full,

yielding 96 articles that met eligibility criteria15–110 (Figure 1).

F IGURE 1 Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analyses (PRISMA)
flow diagram. This figure depicts the PRISMA
flow diagram of the studies identified, screened,
and included.
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Clinical tools

From the studies included in the review, 98 clinical tools were used to

differentiate bvFTD from other conditions and healthy controls,

including cognitive tests (n = 70), behavioral tools (n = 23), and other

clinical tools (n = 5) (see Supporting Information S1) (Figure 2).

Study characteristics

The studies had retrospective (n = 8), prospective (n = 25), cross‐

sectional (n = 62), and mixed (n = 1) study designs. The comparator

cohorts included healthy controls (n = 25), Alzheimer's disease (AD)

(n = 59), or other neurodegenerative disorders (n = 12), including

progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP); corticobasal syndrome (CBS);

primary progressive aphasia (PPA); vascular dementia (VascD);

posterior cortical atrophy (PCA); Parkinson's disease (PD); mood

disorders (n = 9), including major depressive disorder (MDD) and

bipolar I disorder (BDI); mixed neurological cohorts (n = 13); mixed

psychiatric cohorts (n = 3); and a combination of both (n = 5) (Table 1).

Only five studies described the prospective application of clinical

tools to people suspected to have bvFTD.35,51,53,65,101 Four of these

five studies35,51,65,101 reported data from the Late Onset Frontal

Lobe Syndrome (LOF) study.111 The test results for bvFTD compared

to the main comparator cohorts—healthy controls, AD, psychiatric

disorders, and mix cohorts—are summarized in Figure 3.

Quality of studies

The QUADAS‐2 quality appraisal can be found in the Supporting

Information S1: Tables 2 and 3. Only five studies had a high‐quality

study design with low risk of bias.35,51,53,65,101 These were the same

studies that prospectively applied clinical tools to participants with

suspected bvFTD in whom the diagnosis had not yet been confirmed

(appropriate sampling). The final diagnoses of these studies included

a broad range of neurological and psychiatric disorders, likely

representing a comprehensive list of the possible diagnostic

outcomes for people who develop frontal behavioral change later

in life.

All other studies (n = 91) were rated as low‐quality level of

evidence, with an average QUADAS‐2 total score of 4.2 ± 1.6

(mean ± standard deviation). The risk of bias for patient selection

was high for most studies. For patient sampling, nearly all studies

enrolled patients who already had a confirmed diagnosis of bvFTD

(appropriate sampling criterion not met). The risk of bias for the index

test was high for most studies. Most studies did not state if there was

blinding to the diagnosis of bvFTD or index test administration and

results, nor did they use a prespecified test cut‐off. The risk of bias

for the reference test was either high or unclear for most studies. It

was unclear for many studies if the diagnosis of bvFTD was

supported by neuroimaging or histopathological findings. Finally,

the risk of bias for flow and timing was also high for most studies.

Most studies included all participants in the results and did not have

inappropriate exclusions; however, appropriate timing and universal

application of the reference test generally did not occur (Figure 4).

Diagnostic evaluation

The diagnostic work‐up for the participants diagnosed with bvFTD

can be found in Supporting Information S1: Table 1. The reference

standard, diagnostic criteria used to define bvFTD, included the

clinical criteria of the FTDC5 (n = 53); Lund and Manchester112

(n = 18); Neary criteria113 (n = 26); the DSM‐5114 (n = 2); the Work

Group on FTD and Pick's Disease clinical criteria115 (n = 1); and

the pathological criteria of Jackson and Lowe116 (n = 1) and

Wallin and Brun117 (n = 2). Six studies used multiple diagnostic

criteria.59,62,67,68,90,93

The diagnosis of bvFTD varied from clinical criteria alone

(possible bvFTD) (n = 2); clinical criteria with supportive neuroimaging

(probable bvFTD) (n = 41); clinical criteria with supportive histo-

pathology or genetics (definite bvFTD) (n = 3); mixed cohort of

possible and probable bvFTD (n = 8); mixed cohort of both probable

and definite bvFTD (n = 10); or it was not specified how a diagnosis

was made (n = 32). A minority of studies included a follow‐up period

to ensure stability in bvFTD diagnosis (n = 23). For these studies, the

follow‐up period ranged from 0.5 to 2 years, and about half of these

studies had a prospective follow‐up period of at least 2 years (n = 12)

(see Supporting Information S1: Table 1).

Disease severity

Thirty‐nine studies (Table 1) described the disease severity of bvFTD

and the remaining studies did not. Five studies described the disease

severity of the comparator cohort, but not in the cohort with

bvFTD.21,32,50,64,70 When mentioned, studies described bvFTD

disease severity as “mild” (n = 24) or “mild to moderate” (n = 15).

There was considerable variation in the methods used to define

disease severity for bvFTD. Eleven studies did not specify how

F IGURE 2 Clinical tools. This figure depicts the number of
cognitive, behavioral, and other clinical tools identified by this review.
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disease severity was defined, only stating it was “mild” or “moderate.”

Of the studies that did use a standardized method, n = 17 defined

severity with the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (CDR)118 and n = 1

with the Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration‐modified CDR (CDR‐

FTLD).119 Four studies used the Mini‐Mental State Examination

(MMSE)120; however, conflicting definitions of disease severity were

offered. Two studies defined mild bvFTD with an MMSE score of

>19/30.43,68 Another study used a cut‐off score of >22/30 for mild

bvFTD.90 The final study defined “mild to moderate” bvFTD with an

MMSE score of >18/30,62 which is only one point difference from

the definition used for mild bvFTD by others. Three studies used

symptom duration. Other methods used were the DSM‐5 neurocog-

nitive severity, which is based on impairment in activities of daily

living (n = 1)77; the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale (n = 1)33; and the

Dementia Rating Scale‐2 (n = 1).18

Test performance

Results from high‐quality studies

The LOF study111 produced four QUADAS‐2 rated high‐quality

papers that assessed the diagnostic accuracy of various clinical tools,

including neuropsychological tests of language and social cognition,

cognitive test batteries, behavioral measures, and other clinical tools,

such as a clinical checklist.

The first paper from the LOF study,35 published in 2015,

assessed the test performance of the Stereotypy Rating Inventory

(SRI),121 Frontal Behavioral Inventory (FBI),122 Frontal Assessment

Battery (FAB),123 and MMSE in a cohort of n = 55 bvFTD (n = 10

possible and n = 45 probable bvFTD) compared to n = 82 patients

who also presented with late‐onset frontal behavioral symptoms but

had a final diagnosis of a psychiatric (n = 51) or another neurological

disorder (n = 31). This study reported superior performance of the SRI

(AUC = 0.73) and FBI (AUC = 0.68) compared to the FAB (AUC = 0.62)

and MMSE (AUC = 0.61). The next study51 investigated social

cognition using the 20‐item version of the Faux Pas Test (FAUX)124

and 60‐item version of the Ekman's Faces Test (EFT)125 to

differentiate n = 22 bvFTD (n = 18 probable and n = 4 definite bvFTD)

from n = 57 patients with either mixed psychiatric (n = 33), and other

neurodegenerative (n = 24), disorders. This study reported that the

EFT‐60 (AUC = 0.73) outperformed the FAUX‐20 (AUC = 0.60). The

optimal cut‐off for the EFT‐60 to differentiate probable/definite

bvFTD from this mixed neuropsychiatric cohort was ≤34.5/60, with a

sensitivity of 66.7% and specificity of 68.2%. The third study101

applied the Frontotemporal Dementia versus Primary Psychiatric

Disorder (FTDvsPPD) checklist to a prospective cohort of patients

presenting with late‐onset behavioral change at the Montreal

Neurological Institute neuropsychiatry clinic (n = 20) and a retrospec-

tive analysis of data from the LOF study cohort (n = 92). The final

sample included n = 46 probable bvFTD and n = 66 psychiatric

disorders. The 17‐item version of the FTDvsPPD checklist was

reported to have excellent test performance, with an AUC of 0.91.

The optimal cut‐off for the FTDvsPPD checklist to differentiate

probable bvFTD from psychiatric disorders was ≥11/17, with a

sensitivity of 93.9% and specificity of 71.1%. The final study65

applied the 29‐item version of the Boston Naming Test (BNT)126 to

differentiate n = 32 bvFTD (n = 28 probable and n = 4 definite) from

n = 53 with psychiatric disorders. The BNT had good test perform-

ance, with an AUC of 0.81. The optimal cut off for the BNT to

differentiate probable/definite bvFTD from psychiatric disorders was

<72/87, using their scoring system, with a sensitivity of 92.0% and

specificity of 64.0%.

The other high‐quality study53 according to QUADAS‐2 rating

prospectively recruited participants suspected to have bvFTD at

Lille University Hospital's memory clinic between October 2006

and February 2014. This study applied the FAUX‐20 to differenti-

ate n = 12 probable/definite bvFTD from n = 22 psychiatric and

other neurological disorders. All participants had at least 3 years

follow up to ensure diagnostic stability. This study used a z‐score

from n = 165 healthy controls to define the test cut‐off for

impairment. Based on these results, the FAUX‐20 had a sensitivity

of 83.0% and specificity of 64.0% to differentiate probable/

definite bvFTD from a mixed neuropsychiatric cohort. It is

important to note that this study used a broader scoring system,

ranging from 0 to 80, that incorporated not only the ability to

detect the faux pas but also the explanation of the faux pas. This

contrasts to the LOF study,51 which only scored the faux pas

detection, with a 0–10 score range. Accordingly, the study from

Lille concluded that the FAUX‐20 is more sensitive to detect

bvFTD with a broader scoring system.

Results from low‐quality studies

The remaining 91 studies were rated low quality according to the

QUADAS‐2 appraisal.15–34,36–50,52,54–64,66–100,102–110,127–129 These

studies assessed (a) neuropsychological tests, (b) cognitive batteries,

(c) behavioral tools, and (d) other clinical tools. Some of these studies

also (e) combined different tools in the same cohort.

Neuropsychological tests

The low‐quality‐rated studies included neuropsychological tests of (i)

executive function, (ii) social cognition, (iii) memory, (iv) attention and

orientation, (v) language, (vi) visuospatial abilities, and (vii) praxis.

Executive function (Table 2). Thirty studies of low‐quality according to

the QUADAS‐2 appraisal15–34,36–45 used executive function tests to

differentiate bvFTD from healthy controls and other conditions,

including AD, PSP, PPA, MDD, and mixed neurological and/or

psychiatric cohorts. The prevailing theme of the executive function

tests was that most results were based on single study findings; that

is, the test performance of each tool in differentiating bvFTD from a

specific cohort was supported by only one study. When multiple

studies assessed the same test in similar cohorts (e.g., bvFTD vs

healthy controls), the results were often inconsistent.
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TABLE 2 Executive function tests.

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

Applause sign

[15] Total score bvFTD < PSP/AD 15 vs 39 60.0 56.4 34.6 X/3.0

[16] Total score bvFTD <Mx dementia
cohort

111
vs 161

09.0 78.9 22.7 <3.0/3.0

Backward Digit Span Test (BDST)

[17] Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.76 N/A

Behavioral Dyscontrol Scale (BDS)

[18] Total score bvFTD >HC 21 vs 21 85.7 95.2 94.7 87.0 0.97 ≥16.0/19.0

[18] Total score bvFTD > AD 21 vs 21 81.0 81.0 81.0 81.0 0.84 ≥15.0/19.0

Brixton Test (BT)

[19] Total errors score bvFTD > AD 11 vs 10 0.57 N/A

[20] Total errors—scaled
score

bvFTD > SvPPA 76 vs 34 53.0 94.0 ≤3/10.0

Ecological Intertemporal Choices Task (EICT)

[21] Delay‐discounting score bvFTD <HC 20 vs 20 0.90 82.1 N/A

[21] Delay‐discounting score bvFTD < AD 20 vs 30 0.70 75.5 N/A

[21] Delay‐discounting score bvFTD < AD/HC 20 vs 50 0.79 N/A

Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioral ALS Screen (ECAS)

[22] Executive subscore bvFTD <HC 16 vs 48 81.3 95.8 ≤33.0/48.0

Executive Interview (EXIT‐25)

[23] Total score bvFTD < AD 13 vs 22 84.4 68.8 0.83 <26.0/50.0

[23] Total score bvFTD < AD 13 vs 22 87.3 65.8 <24.5/50.0

Five Digits Test (FDT)

[24] Flexibility subscore bvFTD < AD 27 vs 25 86.4 76.5 0.83 54 s/X

Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB)

[25] Total score bvFTD <HC 18 vs 15 66.7 66.7 0.72 ≤15.5/18.0

[25] Total score bvFTD < AD 18 vs 20 55.0 50.0 0.54 ≤13.5/18.0

[26] Total score bvFTD < AD 26 vs 64 81.0 72.0 0.81 ≤11.0/18.0

[26] Total score bvFTD (mild) < AD 9 vs 24 77.0 87.0 0.81 ≤12.0/18.0

[27] Total score bvFTD < AD 18 vs 18 85.0 92.0 12.0 ≤10.0/18.0

[28] Total score bvFTD < AD 34 vs 25 82.3 48.5 0.73 ≤13.0/18.0

[29] Chinese version—Total
score

bvFTD < AD 22 vs 26 0.69 N/A

[19] Total score bvFTD < AD 11 vs 10 0.69 N/A

[30] Total score bvFTD < AD 25 vs 25 16.0 96.2 0.50 ≤10.0/18.0

[31] Resistance to
interference subscore

bvFTD < AD 35 vs 46 97.0 100.0 0.98 X/3.0

[32] Go/No‐go subscore bvFTD < AD 20 vs 20 0.74 62.5 N/A

[33] Total score bvFTD <MDD 37 vs 19 0.71 N/A

[33] Total score bvFTD (mod) <MDD 20 vs 19 64.7 52.6 0.57 ≤16.0/18.0

(Continues)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

[34] Total score bvFTD <Mx dementia

cohort/HC

45 vs 29 94.0 55.0 0.54 0.94 0.70 2.09 0.11 69.0 <12.0/18.0

[35] Total score bvFTD <Mx PPD/
Neuro cohort

55 vs 82 0.62 N/A

FRONTIER Executive Screen (FES)

[36] Total score bvFTD < AD 14 vs 14 86.0 50.0 0.84 ≤8.0/15.0

[36] Total score bvFTD < AD 14 vs 14 71.0 73.0 0.84 ≤7.0/15.0

Hamasch Five‐Point Test (H5PT)

[37] Total score bvFTD <HC 86 vs 43 0.81 N/A

Hayling Test (HT)

[19] Total score bvFTD < AD 11 vs 10 0.76 N/A

INECO Frontal Screening (IFS)

[25] Total score bvFTD <HC 18 vs 15 73.3 61.1 0.71 ≤20.3/30.0

[38] Total score bvFTD <HC 22 vs 26 100 88.0 ≤26.0/30.0

[39] Total score bvFTD <HC 49 vs 26 0.97 N/A

[25] Total score bvFTD < AD 18 vs 20 66.7 60.0 0.59 ≤16.7/30.0

[28] Total score bvFTD < AD 34 vs 25 94.1 94.2 0.98 ≤17.5/30.0

[40] Total score bvFTD < AD 18 vs 33 75.8 66.7 0.78 2.27 0.36 ≤19.0/30.0

[38] Total score bvFTD < AD 22 vs 25 72.0 81.3 ≤19.0/30.0

[30] Total score bvFTD < AD 25 vs 25 67.7 92.0 0.77 ≤21.0/30.0

[39] Total score bvFTD <MDD 49 vs 30 0.84 N/A

Iowa Gambling Task (IGT)

[17] Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.91 N/A

[32] Total score bvFTD < AD 20 vs 20 0.67 57.1 N/A

Letters and Numbers Sequencing Test (LNST)

[41] Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.88 N/A

Modified Hotel Task (HOT)

[17] Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.80 N/A

Multiple Errands Test Hospital Version (MET‐HV)

[17] Rule breaks score bvFTD >HC 35 vs 14 0.78 N/A

Novel Verbal Similarity Task (SimiCat)

[42] Total differentiation

score

bvFTD < AD 40 vs 23 90.0 87.0 0.94 ≥1.0/16.0

[42] Total differentiation
score

bvFTD < AD 40 vs 23 80.0 100.0 0.94 ≥2.0/16.0

Phonemic Fluency (PF)

[17] P‐words—Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.68 N/A

[37] S‐words—Total score bvFTD <HC 86 vs 43 0.94 N/A

[22] P‐words + S‐words
(ECAS fluency subscore)

bvFTD <HC 16 vs 48 87.5 93.7 ≤14.0/24.0

[38] S‐words—Total score bvFTD < AD 22 vs 25 0.49 N/A
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Executive function tests were generally reported as good to

excellent at differentiating bvFTD from healthy controls. The most

effective tools were the INECO Frontal Screening (IFS),130 phonemic

fluency, and theTest of Practical Judgment (TOP‐J).131 As mentioned,

however, these results were either inconsistent or supported by

single‐study findings. The test performance of the IFS varied greatly

across studies, with one study reporting excellent (AUC = 0.97)39 and

yet another reporting only average efficacy (AUC = 0.71).25 This

inconsistency was also observed for Phonemic Fluency, with varying

levels of performance reported in different studies. In contrast,

though the TOP‐J also had excellent test performance, this was only

reported by one study.44

Differentiating bvFTD from AD, there was considerable variation

in performance of executive function tests. Although some tools

were reported to have good to excellent test performance, these

findings were generally based on single studies. For example, the

Novel verbal similarity task (SimiCat)42 and the FRONTIER Executive

Screen36 were reported to have good to excellent performance in

individual studies.36,42 In contrast, when the same tool was evaluated

in multiple studies, inconsistent results were evident. For example,

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

Reversal‐Learning Test (RLT)

[32] Rules reversed score bvFTD < AD 20 vs 20 0.78 69.7 N/A

[32] Errors score bvFTD < AD 20 vs 20 0.54 N/A

Stroop task (ST)

[37] Total score bvFTD <HC 86 vs 43 0.70 N/A

[43] Self‐corrections subscore bvFTD < PSP 27 vs 25 82.0 68.0 0.79 <6.0/30.0

The Test of Practical Judgment (TOP‐J)

[44] Brazilian version—Total
score

bvFTD <HC 15 vs 24 83.3 73.3 0.94 ≤18.0/45.0

Trail‐Making Test (TMT)

[37] TMT B:A ratio bvFTD >HC 86 vs 43 0.71 N/A

[17] TMT–B score (s) bvFTD >HC 35 vs 14 0.81 N/A

[38] TMT–B score (s) bvFTD > AD 22 vs 25 0.46 N/A

[45] TMT–B score (s) bvFTD < AD 406 vs 58 0.64 N/A

[45] TMT–B score (s) bvFTD < SvPPA 406 vs 61 0.38 N/A

[45] TMT–B score (s) bvFTD <Mx dementia
cohort

406
vs 385

0.57 N/A

Tower of London Test (TOL)

[31] Two‐movement

paradigm—Movement
number

bvFTD < AD 13 vs 39 0.80 X/X

[31] Five‐movement
paradigm—Total time

bvFTD < AD 13 vs 39 0.81 X/X

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST)

[17] Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.84 N/A

[38] Total score bvFTD < AD 22 vs 25 0.62 N/A

[33] Total score bvFTD <MDD 37 vs 19 0.66 N/A

[33] Total score bvFTD (mod) <MDD 20 vs 19 17.6 100.0 0.55 <11.0/X

Note: See Supporting Information S1 for test references.

Abbreviations: Acc., accuracy; AD, Alzheimer's disease; AUC, area under the curve; bvFTD, behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; HC, healthy
controls; MDD, major depressive disorder; Mx, mixed; N/A, not applicable; Neuro, neurological; NPV, negative predictive value; NLR, negative likelihood

ratio; PLR, positive likelihood ratio; PPD, primary psychiatric disorder; PPV, positive predictive value; PSP, progressive supranuclear disorder; Sens.,
sensitivity; Spec., specificity; svPPA, semantic variant primary progressive aphasia.
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the IFS had an excellent test performance in one study (AUC =

0.98),28 average test performance in two other studies

(AUC = 0.78–0.77),30,40 and failed to differentiate bvFTD from AD

in a final study (AUC = 0.59).25 The FAB had good test performance in

three studies (AUC = 0.98–0.73),26,28,31 but performed poorly or

failed in four other studies (AUC = 0.69–0.50).19,25,29,30 The only

exceptions were for phonemic fluency and the Trail Making Test—B

(TMT‐B),132 which consistently performed poorly in differentiating

bvFTD from AD in multiple studies.

Executive function tests also had considerable variation in

performance in differentiating bvFTD from MDD.33,39 These tests

consistently performed poorly at differentiating bvFTD from seman-

tic dementia20,45 or a heterogenous dementia cohort.16,34,45 There

was average test performance in differentiating bvFTD from PSP.43

Social cognition (Table 3). Seventeen studies of low‐quality according

to the QUADAS‐2 appraisal17,19,29,32,33,37,40,46–50,52,54–57 used social

cognition tests to differentiate bvFTD from healthy controls and

other conditions, including AD, PSP, CBS, PPA, MDD, BDI,

presymptomatic FTD genetic carriers and mixed neurological and/

or psychiatric cohorts. Social cognition tests were consistently

reported as good to excellent at differentiating bvFTD from healthy

controls, presymptomatic FTD genetic carriers, AD, and MDD. In

contrast, they were consistently average to poor at differentiating

bvFTD from PPA, CBS, BDI, and mixed cohorts. In general, each of

these results was supported by findings from single studies; however,

when multiple studies assessed the same test in similar cohorts the

results tended to be consistent.

The most effective social cognition tests were the EFT, FAUX,

and the Mini‐Social cognition and Emotional Assessment (Mini‐

SEA),33 which is a combination of shorter versions of both the EFT

and FAUX. These tools consistently demonstrated excellent perform-

ance in differentiating bvFTD from healthy controls. Their effective-

ness varied, however, when applied to other conditions. The EFT was

reported to have average to poor ability in differentiating bvFTD

from all other conditions, including mixed cohorts. In contrast, the

FAUX exhibited excellent to good performance in differentiating

bvFTD from AD, but it was less effective for a mixed neurological and

psychiatric cohort. The Mini‐SEA was generally reported to have

excellent performance for differentiating bvFTD from MDD (AUC =

0.98)33 and AD (AUC = 0.97–0.87)29,32,40,48,49; however, less so for

BDI (AUC = 0.63).50 While the results for differentiating bvFTD from

healthy controls and AD were consistent across multiple studies, the

findings for other conditions were mostly based on single studies.

Other neuropsychological tests (Table 4).

Memory. Eight studies of low quality according to the QUADAS‐2

appraisal22,29,49,58–62 used memory tests to differentiate bvFTD from

healthy controls and other conditions, including AD and a mixed

dementia cohort. The primary aim for most studies that used memory

tests was to differentiate AD from other conditions, and thus the

data for bvFTD was a secondary outcome. Accordingly, the direction

of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was not

optimized for bvFTD in some studies.61,62 The general theme of

these tests was that encoding (e.g., immediate recall) and retention

(e.g., delayed recall) reported only average performance in differenti-

ating bvFTD from AD; when these verbal memory tests were

optimized as composite scores, performance improved. One study60

calculated an index score for to the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning

Test (RAVLT)133 that combined scores of encoding (trials 1–5),

retention (delayed recall), and recognition memory (delayed

recognition correct hits and false positives). When using this index

score to differentiate bvFTD from AD, the efficacy of verbal memory

testing was excellent with an AUC of 0.93. Applying this index score

to bvFTD versus healthy controls also had good test performance,

with an AUC of 0.80. Other tests of verbal memory, such as the

Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination‐Revised (ACE‐R)134 memory

subscore reported similar results for differentiating bvFTD from

healthy controls, but performed poorly for AD with an AUC of 0.65.58

Attention and orientation. Two studies of low quality according to the

QUADAS‐2 appraisal58,63 used attention and orientation tests to

differentiate bvFTD from healthy controls and AD. In one study,58

the ACE‐R attention and orientation subscore was reported to have

average efficacy in differentiating bvFTD from AD with an AUC of

0.71. This study did not optimize the direction of the ROC curve

analysis for bvFTD versus healthy controls. Another study63 that

used the orientation subscore on the Virtual Supermarket Task

reported an excellent discriminative ability to differentiate bvFTD

from AD with an AUC of 0.91.

Language. Seven studies of low quality according to the QUADAS‐2

appraisal22,29,33,37,58,64,66 used language tests to differentiate bvFTD

from healthy controls and other conditions, including AD, PPA, MDD,

and a mixed psychiatric cohort. In differentiating bvFTD from healthy

controls, language tests, including the Screening Linguistics Test,135

ACE‐R language subscore, and Semantic FluencyTest,136 had good to

excellent test performance. However, when language tests were

used to differentiate bvFTD from other conditions, such as AD, PPA,

and MDD, the efficacy was consistently poor or failed to differentiate

these cohorts.

Visuospatial. Four studies of low quality according to the QUADAS‐2

appraisal22,58,67,68 used visuospatial tests to differentiate bvFTD from

healthy controls and AD. These tests were consistently reported as

poor to average in differentiating bvFTD from healthy controls or AD.

Praxis. Two studies of low quality according to the QUADAS‐2

appraisal69,70 used praxis tests to differentiate bvFTD from

healthy controls and AD. The Cologne Apraxia Screening137 was

reported as best at differentiating bvFTD from healthy controls,

with an AUC of 0.98.69 In addition, the Dementia Apraxia Test70

was reported to be excellent at differentiating bvFTD from AD,

with an AUC of 0.90. Both of these results were supported by

single‐study findings.
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TABLE 3 Social cognition tests.

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/Max
score

Chinese Facial Affective Picture System (CFAPS)

[29] 35‐item version—Total score bvFTD <HC 22 vs 30 90.9 90.0 0.95 ≤10.3/15.0

[29] 35‐item version—Total score bvFTD < AD 22 vs 26 77.3 69.2 0.81 ≤9.4/15.0

Ekman's Faces Test (EFT)

[46] 60‐item version—Total score bvFTD <HC 25 vs 33 94.0 100 0.97 97.0 ≤45.0/60.0

[47] 60‐item version (Italian)—
Total score

bvFTD <HC 32 vs 40 84.0 93.0 0.92 89.0 ≤43.1/60.0

[48] 35‐item version—Total score bvFTD < AD 22 vs 20 0.77 N/A

[49] 35‐item version—Total score bvFTD < AD 38 vs 28 76.9 X/15.0

[47] 60‐item version (Italian)—
Total score

bvFTD < AD 32 vs 26 66.0 85.0 0.78 74.0 ≤36.5/60.0

[47] 60‐item version (Italian)—
Total score

bvFTD < PPA 32 vs 16 75.0 75.0 0.80 77.0 ≤42.1/60.0

[47] 60‐item version (Italian)—
Total score

bvFTD < CBS 32 vs 17 0.66 N/A

[50] 35‐item version—Total score bvFTD < BDI 18 vs 20 67.0 12.0 0.29 X/15.0

[47] 60‐item version (Italian)—
Total score

bvFTD < AD/PPA/
CBS/HC

32 vs 99 66.0 75.0 0.75 71.0 ≤36.5/60.0

[51] 60 item version—Total score bvFTD <Mx PPD/
Neuro

22 vs 57 66.7 68.2 0.73 ≤34.5/60.0

Emotion Recognition and Attribution (ERA) Index

[47] Total score bvFTD <HC 32 vs 40 94.0 73.0 0.90 82.0 ≤95.8/240.0

[47] Total score bvFTD < AD 32 vs 26 63.0 85.0 0.74 72.0 ≤65.0/240.0

[47] Total score bvFTD < PPA 32 vs 16 63.0 87.0 0.76 71.0 ≤65.0/240.0

[47] Total score bvFTD < CBS 32 vs 17 0.63 N/A

[47] Total score bvFTD < AD/PPA/
CBS/HC

32 vs 99 63.0 80.0 0.72 74.0 ≤65.0/240.0

Emotional Recognition Task (ERT)

[52] Total score bvFTD <HC 32 vs 49 95.9 62.5 0.81 ≤43.5/96.0

[52] Total score bvFTD < AD 32 vs 32 0.52 N/A

[52] Total score bvFTD < Pre‐sym.

carriers

32 vs 47 89.4 78.1 0.83 ≤50.5/96.0

Faux Pas Test (FAUX)

[29] 10‐item version (Chinese)—
Total score

bvFTD <HC 22 vs 30 86.4 90.0 0.95 ≤9.8/15.0

[17] 20‐item version—Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.92 N/A

[29] 10‐item version (Chinese)—
Total score

bvFTD < AD 22 vs 26 86.4 84.6 0.89 ≤9.8/15.0

[48] 10‐item version—Total score bvFTD < AD 22 vs 20 0.91 N/A

[49] 10‐item version—Total score bvFTD < AD 38 vs 28 89.2 X/15.0

[50] 10‐item version—Faux pas
detection score

bvFTD < BDI 18 vs 20 72.0 78.0 0.80 X/5.0

[50] 10‐item version—Total score bvFTD < BDI 18 vs 20 78.0 28.0 0.61 X/15.0

(Continues)
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/Max
score

[51] 20‐item version—Total score bvFTD <Mx PPD/

Neuro

22 vs 57 0.60 N/A

[53] 20‐item version—Total score bvFTD <Mx PPD/
Neuro

12 vs 22 83.0 64.0 X/80.0

[53] 20‐item version—Total score bvFTD <Mx PPD

cohort

12 vs 15 83.0 81.0 X/80.0

Mini‐SEA

[29] Chinese version—Total score bvFTD <HC 22 vs 30 95.5 93.3 0.99 ≤21.4/30.0

[40] Total score bvFTD < AD 18 vs 33 100.0 83.3 0.96 6.0 <0.0 ≤19.0/30.0

[29] Chinese version—Total score bvFTD < AD 22 vs 26 81.8 96.2 0.90 ≤18.9/30.0

[32] Total score bvFTD < AD 20 vs 20 0.93 82.5 N/A

[48] Total score bvFTD < AD 22 vs 20 0.87 N/A

[49] Total score bvFTD < AD 38 vs 28 0.95 87.9 X/30.0

[54] Total score bvFTD < AD 20 vs 33 75.0 70.0 71.7 X/30.0

[54] Total score bvFTD < PD 20 vs 51 93.8 100.0 98.3 X/30.0

[33] Total score bvFTD <MDD 37 vs 19 89.2 100.0 0.98 ≤22.1/30.0

[33] Total score bvFTD
(mild) <MDD

17 vs 19 94.1 100.0 ≤22.1/30.0

[33] Total score bvFTD

(mod) <MDD

20 vs 19 85.0 100.0 X/30.0

[50] Total score bvFTD < BDI 18 vs 20 78.0 34.0 0.63 X/30.0

Modified Emotion Hexagon Test (EHT)

[19] Total score bvFTD < AD 11 vs 10 0.79 N/A

Moral Emotions Assessment Task (MEAT)

[55] Total score bvFTD < AD 22 vs 15 82.0 73.0 90.0 76.0 0.83 3.07 0.25 <37.0/42.0

Morphed Faces Test (MFT)

[56] Total score bvFTD <MDD 25 vs 21 91.0 76.0 0.91 ≤5.2/7.0

[56] Total negative emotion score bvFTD <MDD 25 vs 21 91.0 80.0 0.95 ≤5.2/7.0

Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test (RMET)

[37] 24‐item version—Total score bvFTD <HC 86 vs 43 0.90 N/A

[17] 36‐item version—Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.84 N/A

[19] 36‐item version—Total score bvFTD < AD 11 vs 10 0.86 N/A

Social Cognition and Emotional Assessment (SEA)

[57] Total score bvFTD <HC 22 vs 30 100.0 100.0 1.00 ≤39.4/55.0

[57] Total score bvFTD < AD/aMCI 22 vs 22 86.4 95.5 0.96 ≤34.6/55.0

[33] Total score bvFTD <MDD 37 vs 19 91.9 89.5 0.97 ≤37.1/55.0

[33] Total score bvFTD

(mild) <MDD

17 vs 19 94.1 89.5 ≤35.3/55.0

[33] Total score bvFTD
(mod) <MDD

20 vs 19 90.0 89.5 X/55.0

[57] Total score bvFTD <HC/

AD/aMCI

22 vs 52 100 88.5 0.98 ≤39.4/55.0
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Cognitive batteries (Table 5)

Fourteen studies of low quality according to the QUADAS‐2

appraisal17,22,23,33,39,40,54,58,71–76 used cognitive batteries to dif-

ferentiate bvFTD from healthy controls and other conditions,

including AD, MDD, mixed dementia, and mixed psychiatric

cohorts. These included the Montreal Cognitive Assessment

(MoCA),138 the MMSE, three different versions of the Adden-

brooke's Cognitive Examination (ACE,139 ACE‐R, and ACE‐III140),

and the Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioral ALS screen (ECAS).141

In differentiating bvFTD from healthy controls, the MoCA, ACE,

ACE‐R, and ACE‐III were reported to have good to excellent test

performance. These results, however, were generally supported by

only one to two studies. The MMSE performed slightly worse, with

an AUC of 0.72–0.88.17,39,76 In differentiating bvFTD from other

conditions, there were conflicting results. The MMSE was reported

to have average efficacy to differentiate bvFTD from MDD, with

an AUC of 0.78–0.75, in two studies.33,39 The ACE‐III was

reported to have good efficacy to differentiate bvFTD from AD,

with an AUC of 0.85 in one study,40 and yet the ACE‐R failed in

another study.58 The latter study also investigated the ACE's

Verbal‐Language/Orientation‐Memory (VLOM) ratio, which has

been proposed to specifically discriminate frontotemporal lobar

degeneration syndromes from AD.139 The VLOM ratio had an AUC

of 0.83 in differentiating bvFTD from AD, compared to an AUC of

0.50 for the total ACE score.

Behavioral tools (Table 6)

Twenty‐nine studies of low quality according to the QUADAS‐2

appraisal22–24,35,37,40,45,77–98 used behavioral tools to differentiate

bvFTD from healthy controls and other conditions, including AD,

PPA, and mixed neurological and/or psychiatric cohorts. The results

from the behavioral tools were generally consistent reporting good to

excellent test performance in differentiating bvFTD from all cohorts.

In addition, the results of two tools were supported by multiple

studies—the FBI and Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI).142

The FBI was reported to have an excellent ability in

differentiating bvFTD from AD, with an AUC of 0.99 in one

study.85 Shorter versions of the FBI also had good test perform-

ance (though not performing as well as the original version): the

mini‐FBI86 had an AUC of 0.81 and the modified‐FBI143 had an

AUC of 0.78.86,87 The FBI also had excellent test performance in

differentiating bvFTD from a mixed cohort of AD and vascular

dementia.88 The only exception to these results was one study,40

which reported that the FBI performed at chance (AUC = 0.50) in

differentiating bvFTD from AD. This AUC value may have been

incorrectly reported, however, because the study also reported a

sensitivity of 83.3%, a specificity of 100% (at a cut‐off score of 19),

and a statistically significant difference between the mean score of

the bvFTD and AD cohorts (p < 0.001); thus, making an AUC value

of 0.5 implausible.

The IRI was reported to have average to excellent ability in

differentiating bvFTD from other cohorts. One study45 reported that

the IRI was average at differentiating bvFTD from a mixed dementia

cohort of FTD‐motor neuron disease, PPA, AD, PCA, PSP, dementia

with Lewy bodies, and CBS. When used to differentiate bvFTD from

the isolated AD and semantic dementia cohorts, it still had an average

test performance. Another study,40 however, reported that the

perspective taking subscore performed excellently at differentiating

TABLE 3 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/Max
score

Story‐based Empathy Task (SET)

[47] Total score bvFTD <HC 32 vs 40 75.0 80.0 0.83 83.0 ≤12.3/18.0

[47] Total score bvFTD < AD 32 vs 26 0.62 N/A

[47] Total score bvFTD < PPA 32 vs 16 0.64 N/A

[47] Total score bvFTD < CBS 32 vs 17 0.44 N/A

[47] Total score bvFTD < AD/PPA/
CBS/HC

32 vs 99 0.57 N/A

The Awareness of Social Inference Test (TASIT)

[19] Social inference‐minimal
task subscore

bvFTD < AD 11 vs 10 0.88 N/A

[19] Emotion evaluation task
subscore

bvFTD < AD 11 vs 10 0.79 N/A

Note: See supporting Information S1 for test references.

Abbreviations: Acc., accuracy; AD, Alzheimer's disease; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; AUC, area under the curve; BDI, Bipolar I disorder;
bvFTD, behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; CBS, corticobasal syndrome; HC, healthy controls; MDD, major depressive disorder; Mx, mixed; N/A,
not applicable; Neuro, neurological; NPV, negative predictive value; NLR, negative likelihood ratio; PPA, primary progressive aphasia; PLR, positive
likelihood ratio; PPV, positive predictive value; Sens., sensitivity; Spec., specificity.
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TABLE 4 Other neuropsychological tests.

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

Memory tests

Addenbrooke's Cognitive
Examination‐Revised (ACE‐R)

[58] Brazilian version—Memory

subscore

bvFTD <HC 37 vs 68 75.7 66.2 54.9 83.3 0.76 ≤11.0/26.0

[58] Brazilian version—Memory
subscore

bvFTD < AD 37 vs 102 54.1 81.0 71.4 66.7 0.65 ≤16.0/26.0

Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioral ALS Screen (ECAS)

[22] Memory subscore bvFTD <HC 16 vs 48 75.0 95.8 ≤13.0/24.0

Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT)

[59] Immediate + Delayed recall
subscore

bvFTD > AD 32 vs 32 71.4 90.9 78.1 X/32.0

[49] Immediate + Delayed recall

subscore

bvFTD > AD 38 vs 28 0.77 69.7 X/32.0

Modified‐World Health Organization/University of California‐Los Angeles Auditory Verbal Learning Test (WHO/UCLA AVLT)

[29] Delayed recall score bvFTD > AD 22 vs 26 0.79 N/A

Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT)

[60] Delay recall score bvFTD <HC 15 vs 28 100 54.4 ≤5.5/15.0

[60] Delay recall score bvFTD <HC 11 vs 15 93.3 73.7 ≤8.0/15.0

[60] Learning trials 1–5 score bvFTD <HC 15 vs 28 69.0 80.0 ≤36.5/75.0

[60] Learning trials 1–5 score bvFTD <HC 11 vs 15 86.7 91.0 ≤44.5/75.0

[60] Correct hits on delayed

recognition score

bvFTD <HC 15 vs 28 86.2 74.3 ≤14.5/15.0

[60] Correct hits on delayed
recognition score

bvFTD <HC 11 vs 15 80.0 44.5 ≤13.5/15.0

[60] False positive errors on
recognition score

bvFTD >HC 15 vs 28 93.0 40.0 ≥0.5/15.0

[60] False positives errors on
recognition score

bvFTD >HC 11 vs 15 87.7 81.8 ≥1.5/15.0

[60] Memory efficiency index
score

bvFTD <HC 26 vs 43 81.8 73.1 0.80 ≤1.9/N/A

[60] Delay recall score bvFTD > AD 15 vs 39 86.7 84.8 ≥3.5/15.0

[60] Delay recall score bvFTD > AD 11 vs 17 81.8 89.9 ≥3.5/15.0

[60] Learning trials 1–5 score bvFTD > AD 15 vs 39 80.0 86.5 ≥27.5/75.0

[60] Learning trials 1–5 score bvFTD > AD 11 vs 17 90.9 50.0 ≥26.0/75.0

[60] Correct hits on delayed

recognition score

bvFTD > AD 15 vs 39 86.7 70.0 ≥12.5/15.0

[60] Correct hits on delayed
recognition score

bvFTD > AD 11 vs 17 90.9 61.1 ≥11.5/15.0

[60] False positive errors on
recognition score

bvFTD < AD 15 vs 39 73.3 70.3 ≤1.5/15.0

[60] False positive errors on
recognition score

bvFTD < AD 11 vs 17 55.5 77.8 ≤9.5/15.0

[60] Memory efficiency index
score

bvFTD > AD 26 vs 56 84.6 85.0 0.93 ≥1.2/N/A
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

Verbal Learning and Memory Test (VLMT)

[61] Recency dominance scores bvFTD
(amnestic) > AD

8 vs 20 75.0 95.0 0.73 0.86 ≥−0.15

[61] Recognition memory score bvFTD
(amnestic) > AD

8 vs 20 87.5 65.0 0.52 0.50 ≥5.5/X

[61] Delayed recall score bvFTD
(amnestic) > AD

8 vs 20 37.5 65.0 0.39 0.64 ≥2.5/X

Word List and Story Recall Test (WLSR)

[62] Immediate differential score bvFTD < AD/
DLB/VasD

20 vs 60 0.42 N/A

[62] Delay differential score bvFTD < AD/
DLB/VasD

20 vs 60 0.40 N/A

Attention and orientation tests

Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination‐Revised (ACE‐R)

[58] Brazilian version—Attention
and orientation subscore

bvFTD <HC 37 vs 68 0.32 N/A

[58] Brazilian version—Attention
and orientation subscore

bvFTD < AD 37 vs 102 75.7 69.0 68.3 76.3 0.71 ≤16.0/18.0

Virtual Supermarket Task (VST)

[63] Orientation score bvFTD > AD 23 vs 21 0.91 N/A

Language tests

Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination‐Revised (ACE‐R)

[58] Brazilian version—Language

subscore

bvFTD <HC 37 vs 68 70.3 79.4 65.0 83.1 0.80 ≤24.0/26.0

[58] Brazilian version—Language
subscore

bvFTD < AD 37 vs 102 43.2 78.6 64.0 61.1 0.61 ≤20.0/26.0

Boston Naming Test (BNT)

[64] 12‐item version—Total score bvFTD <HC 55 vs 46 41.5 87.8 0.72 ≤7.0/12.0

[29] 30‐item version (Chinese)—
Total score

bvFTD < AD 22 vs 26 0.69 N/A

[65] 29‐item version—Total score bvFTD <Mx
PPD cohort

32 vs 53 92.0 64.0 0.81 <72.0/87.0

[65] 29‐item version—Total score bvFTD <Mx

PPD cohort

32 vs 53 48.0 90.0 0.81 <60.0/87.0

Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioral ALS Screen (ECAS)

[22] Language subscore bvFTD <HC 16 vs 48 75.0 75.0 ≤26.0/28.0

Screening Linguistics Test (ScreenLing)

[66] Total score bvFTD <HC 46 vs 35 90.9 91.0 0.93 ≤70.0/72.0

[66] Syntax subscore bvFTD <HC 46 vs 35 53.3 95.5 0.83 ≤23.0/24.0

[66] Phonology subscore bvFTD <HC 46 vs 35 50.0 100.0 0.81 ≤23.0/24.0

[66] Semantics subscore bvFTD <HC 46 vs 35 56.8 90.9 0.84 ≤23.0/24.0

[66] Total score bvFTD < AD 46 vs 20 0.56 N/A

[66] Syntax subscore bvFTD < AD 46 vs 20 0.53 N/A

(Continues)
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

[66] Phonology subscore bvFTD < AD 46 vs 20 0.57 N/A

[66] Semantics subscore bvFTD < AD 46 vs 20 0.50 N/A

[66] Total score bvFTD < svPPA 46 vs 32 0.63 N/A

[66] Syntax subscore bvFTD < svPPA 46 vs 32 0.60 N/A

[66] Phonology subscore bvFTD < svPPA 46 vs 32 0.52 N/A

[66] Semantics subscore bvFTD < svPPA 46 vs 32 59.4 79.5 0.69 ≤20.0/24.0

Semantic fluency (SF)

[37] Animals—Total score bvFTD <HC 86 vs 43 0.95 N/A

Verbal fluency (VF)

[58] P‐words + Animals—Total

score (ACE‐R VF subscore)

bvFTD <HC 37 vs 68 91.9 66.2 59.6 93.8 0.85 ≤11.0/14.0

[58] P‐words + Animals—Total
score (ACE‐R VF subscore)

bvFTD < AD 37 vs 102 43.2 78.6 64.0 61.1 0.61 ≤6.0/14.0

[33] PF (M‐words) + SF (animals)—
Total score

bvFTD <MDD 37 vs 19 0.71 N/A

[33] PF (M‐words) + SF (animals)—
Total score

bvFTD
(mod) <MDD

17 vs 19 78.6 50.0 0.61 ≤10.0/N/A

Visuospatial tests

Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination‐Revised (ACE‐R)

[58] Brazilian version—
Visuospatial subscore

bvFTD <HC 37 vs 68 86.5 54.4 50.8 88.1 0.76 ≤16.0/16.0

[58] Brazilian version—
Visuospatial subscore

bvFTD < AD 37 vs 102 86.5 33.3 53.3 73.7 0.57 ≤16.0/16.0

Clock Drawing Test (CDT)

[67] Rouleau scoring system—
Total score

bvFTD <HC 112
vs 300

55.0 74.0 68.0 62.0 0.69 65.0 X/10.0

[67] Cahn scoring system—Total
score

bvFTD <HC 112
vs 300

59.0 73.0 69.0 64.0 0.71 66.0 X/8.0

[67] Babins scoring system—Total
score

bvFTD <HC 112
vs 300

69.0 65.0 66.0 68.0 0.71 67.0 X/18.0

Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioral ALS Screen (ECAS)

[22] Visuospatial subscore bvFTD <HC 16 vs 48 43.8 91.7 ≤10.0/12.0

Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure copy task (ROCF)

[68] Inner details deficits score bvFTD < AD 15 vs 41 66.7 70.7 45.4 85.3 69.9 X/X

Praxis tests

Cologne Apraxia Screening (CAS)

[69] Total score bvFTD <HC 20 vs 20 95.0 85.0 0.98 ≤74.0/80.0

Dementia Apraxia Test (DATE)

[70] Limb apraxia minus
buccofacial apraxia subscores

bvFTD < AD 24 vs 28 74.0 93.0 0.90 −7.0/−21.0

Ideomotor Apraxia Test (IAT)

[69] Total score bvFTD <HC 20 vs 20 80.0 70.0 0.82 ≤22.0/30.0
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bvFTD from AD with an AUC of 0.97. In contrast, the emotional

concern subscore performed slightly worse in the same cohort with

an AUC of 0.89.

There were many other behavioral tools created to identify

frontal behavioral symptoms, all with reported good to excellent test

performance. These included the Disinhibition, Apathy, Persevera-

tion, Hyperorality, Negligence, Empathy loss scale (DAPHNE)82; the

Behavioral Frontotemporal Lobe Dysfunction Assessment Scale78;

the Frontal Systems Behavior Scale144; the Social Behavior Observer

Checklist97; the Middelheim Frontality Score90; the Pick's Disease

Scale145; the Informant‐Based Questionnaire146; the ECAS behavior

subscore; and the Mild Behavioral Impairment Checklist (MBI‐C).147

Unfortunately, the results of all these tools were supported by single‐

study findings of low quality according to the QUADAS‐2 appraisal.

Other clinical tools (Table 7)

Four studies of low quality according to the QUADAS‐2

appraisal37,99,100,102 used other tools to differentiate bvFTD from

healthy controls and other conditions, including AD, MDD, PPA, and

a mixed psychiatric cohort. Two studies focused on the CDR and

CDR‐FTLD, the first of which37 reported that both performed

excellently at differentiating bvFTD from healthy controls. The

second study100 reported that the behavior subscore on the CDR‐

FTLD was better at differentiating bvFTD from a mixed cohort of AD,

PPA, and healthy controls, compared to the memory and language

subscores.

One study99 used the Alberta Smell Test148 to explore the utility

of odor identification. Good performance was reported in differenti-

ating bvFTD from MDD, with a sensitivity of 91.0% and specificity of

97.0% at a cut‐off of 2.0/20.0.

The final study proposed the Screening Instrument for Fronto-

temporal Dementia (SIFTD)102 to differentiate bvFTD from AD. This

tool included a neurological assessment of primitive reflexes, a social

cognition test, and assessment of perseveration. At a cut‐off score of

3.0/12.0, the SIFTD had a sensitivity of 83.3% and specificity

of 91.7%.

Results of studies that combined different tools (Table 8)

Fourteen studies of low‐quality according to the QUADAS‐2

appraisal17,29,31,40,54,63,103–110 used various combinations of tools to

differentiate bvFTD from other cohorts.17,29,31,40,54,63,103–110 Two of

these studies included participants with only mild bvFTD.29,110 These

studies reported that the combination of a social cognition test with a

test of executive function, memory, or a cognitive battery performed

excellently at differentiating bvFTD from healthy controls, AD, or

Parkinson's disease (PD).

Two studies combined tools to differentiate bvFTD from

healthy controls.17,54 One study54 reported that combining the

Mini‐SEA and MoCA had an excellent test performance with an

AUC of 0.95. Another study17 compared different combinations of

executive function and social cognition tests to individual tests.

This study reported that combining the Modified Hotel Task

(HOT),149 Multiple Errands Test (MET),150 Iowa Gambling Task

(IGT),151 and Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test (REMT) had the

best efficacy, with an AUC of 0.99, compared to individual tests of

executive function, social cognition, or cognitive test batteries,

such as the MMSE and ACE. However, combining a single

executive function test with a social cognition test also had

excellent test performance. For instance, the IGT with the FAUX,

or RMET,152 had an AUC of 0.96.

Nine studies combined tools to differentiate bvFTD from other

conditions.29,31,40,54,63,104–106,108 Four of these29,104,105,108 com-

bined a memory test with another tool to differentiate bvFTD from

AD. Though these studies used different parameters to define test

performance, the study that appeared to have the best results29

reported that the Mini‐SEA combined with the Modified‐World

Health Organization/University of California‐Los Angeles Auditory

Verbal Learning Test (WHO/UCLA AVLT)153 had an AUC of 0.95.

Another study63 applied three different memory tests to differentiate

bvFTD from AD, with similar results. This study applied the ACE‐R

memory subscore, RAVLT, and Rey–Osterrieth complex figure,154

with an AUC of 0.92. Two studies40,54 combined the Mini‐SEA with

either the MoCA or ACE‐III. Both studies had excellent test

performance in differentiating bvFTD from AD and PD. The last

two studies31,106 combined executive function tests with behavioral

measures. The first study31 combined the FAB with an informant‐

rated questionnaire of frontal behavioral symptoms. This combina-

tion had a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 93.5%. The second

study106 combined phonemic fluency, and an antisaccade task, with

their in‐house developed, patient‐rated Social Norms Questionnaire

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

Münster Apraxia Items (MI)

[69] Total score bvFTD <HC 20 vs 20 80.0 70.0 0.85 ≤21.0/24.0

Note: See Supporting Information S1 for test references.

Abbreviations: Acc., accuracy; AD, Alzheimer's disease; AUC, area under the curve; bvFTD, behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; DLB, dementia

with Lewy bodies; HC, healthy controls; MDD, major depressive disorder; Mx, mixed; N/A, not applicable; NPV, negative predictive value; NLR, negative
likelihood ratio; PLR, positive likelihood ratio; PPD, primary psychiatric disorder; PPV, positive predictive value; Sens., sensitivity; Spec., specificity; svPPA,
semantic variant primary progressive aphasia; VasD, vascular dementia.
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TABLE 5 Cognitive test batteries.

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/Max
score

Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination (ACE)

[17] Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.81 N/A

[71] Verbal‐language/orientation‐
memory (VLOM) ratio

bvFTD < AD 9 vs 25 11.1 88.0 <2.2

[72] Japanese version—VLOM ratio bvFTD <MCI/
DLB/VasD

24 vs 115 16.7 96.5 <2.2

Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination Revised (ACE‐R)

[58] Brazilian version—Total score bvFTD <HC 37 vs 68 73.0 83.8 71.1 85.1 0.85 ≤79.0/100.0

[39] Total score bvFTD <HC 49 vs 26 0.93 N/A

[58] VLOM ratio bvFTD <HC 37 vs 68 32.4 95.6 80.0 72.2 0.56 <2.0

[58] Brazilian version—Total score bvFTD < AD 37 vs 102 73.0 35.7 50.0 60.0 0.50 ≤79.0/100.0

[73] VLOM ratio bvFTD < AD 41 vs 46 79.0 81.0 <3.5

[58] VLOM ratio bvFTD < AD 37 vs 102 86.5 71.4 72.7 85.7 0.82 <3.1

[39] Total score bvFTD <MDD 49 vs 30 0.79 N/A

Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination‐III (ACE‐III)

[74] Spanish version—Total score bvFTD <HC 31 vs 139 93.6 77.7 0.90 ≤87.0/100.0

[75] Total score bvFTD <HC 18 vs 28 83.3 96.4 ≤88.0/100.0

[22] Total score bvFTD <HC 14 vs 48 78.6 97.7 ≤82.0/100.0

[22] Total score bvFTD <HC 14 vs 48 85.7 86.4 ≤88.0/100.0

[40] Total score bvFTD < AD 18 vs 33 66.7 94.4 0.85 12.0 0.35 ≤70.0/100.0

[75] Total score bvFTD < AD 18 vs 31 83.3 96.7 ≤88.0/100.0

[22] Total score bvFTD < AD 14 vs 25 78.6 20.0 ≤82.0/100.0

[22] Total score bvFTD < AD 14 vs 25 85.7 08.0 ≤88.0/100.0

[75] Total score bvFTD < PPA 18 vs 11 83.3 90.9 ≤88.0/100.0

[75] Total score bvFTD < PCA 18 vs 11 83.3 90.9 ≤88.0/100.0

[75] Total score bvFTD < AD/
PPA/PCA

18 vs 53 83.3 94.3 ≤88.0/100.0

Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioral ALS screen (ECAS)

[22] Total score bvFTD <HC 16 vs 48 93.8 95.8 ≤105.0/
136.0

[22] Anterior composite score

(fluency + executive + language
score)

bvFTD <HC 16 vs 48 93.8 91.7 ≤77.0/100.0

[22] Posterior composite score
(memory + visuospatial score)

bvFTD <HC 16 vs 48 75.0 95.8 ≤24.0/36.0

[22] Total score bvFTD < AD 16 vs 32 93.8 06.3 ≤91.0/136.0

[22] Anterior composite score bvFTD < AD 16 vs 32 93.8 15.6 ≤62.0/100.0

[22] Posterior composite score bvFTD < AD 16 vs 32 75.0 03.1 ≤23.0/36.0

Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)

[76] Total score bvFTD <HC 50 vs 50 78.0 98.0 98.0 82.0 0.93 <17.0/30.0

[54] Total score bvFTD < AD 20 vs 33 68.8 73.7 71.7 X/30.0

Mini‐Mental State Examination (MMSE)

[76] Total score bvFTD <HC 50 vs 50 58.0 88.0 83.0 68.0 0.77 <26.0/30.0
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(SNQ) and clinician‐rated Behavioral Rating Scale (BRS). The SNQ

was a patient‐rated questionnaire on socially appropriate behavior

and the BRS was a clinician rated scale of observable frontal

behavior. This combination did not perform as well, with a sensitivity

of 65.0% and specificity of 79.0%.

The comparison of different tools within the same
cohort

Seven low‐quality studies according to the QUADAS‐2

appraisal17,19,25,29,33,40,83

compared different tests in the same cohort. All these studies

included participants with only mild bvFTD. These studies reported

that social cognition and behavioral tools outperformed executive

function and other tests.

One study25 compared two executive function tests, the IFS and

FAB, to differentiate mild bvFTD from mild AD, and healthy controls.

Both tools were reported to have good test performance in

differentiating mild bvFTD from healthy controls; however, both

failed to differentiate mild bvFTD from mild AD. Another study83

compared three behavioral tools, the Neuropsychiatric Inventory

(NPI),155 the FBI, and the MBI‐C, to differentiate bvFTD from healthy

controls. This study reported that all three tools had similar test

performance, with an AUC ranging from 0.96 to 0.91.

Two studies compared executive function and social cognition

tests in the same cohort.17,19 The first study17 used the IGT, TMT‐B,

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST),156 HOT, MET, Backward Digit

Span Test,157 phonemic fluency, FAUX, and REMT to differentiate

mild bvFTD from healthy controls. Of these tools, the IGT and FAUX

performed the best—both had excellent test performance with an

AUC of 0.92. The second study19 used the Brixton Test (BT),158

Hayling Test,158 Emotion Hexagon Test,159 REMT, The Awareness of

Social Inference Test (TASIT),160 and the FAB to differentiate mild

bvFTD from mild AD. TheTASIT performed the best, with an AUC of

0.88, and the BT performed the worst, with an AUC of 0.57.

The last three studies compared cognitive tests of multiple

cognitive domains in the same cohort.29,33,40 One study29 applied

executive function, social cognition, memory, and language tests to

differentiate mild bvFTD from mild AD, and from healthy controls.

The tests included the FAB, Chinese Facial Affective Picture System

(CFAPS),161 FAUX, Mini‐SEA, WHO/UCLA AVLT, and BNT. The

social cognition tests outperformed executive function, memory, and

language tests in differentiating mild bvFTD from both mild AD and

healthy controls. In differentiating mild bvFTD from mild AD, the

Mini‐SEA performed best (AUC = 0.90), followed by the FAUX

(AUC = 0.89), CFAPS (AUC = 0.81), WHO/UCLA AVLT (AUC = 0.79),

and, finally, the FAB (AUC = 0.69) and BNT (AUC = 0.69) performed

the worst. The next study40 included the IFS, Mini‐SEA, ACE‐III, FBI,

IRI, and Revised Self‐Monitoring Scale (r‐SMS).162 In differentiating

bvFTD from AD, the IRI (AUC = 0.97) performed the best, followed

by the Mini‐SEA (AUC = 0.96), r‐SMS (AUC = 0.95), ACE‐III (AUC =

0.85), and, finally, the IFS (AUC = 0.78) and FBI performed the worst

(AUC = 0.50). Note, however, that the test performance of the FBI in

this study seems implausible. The last study33 included the SEA,57

Mini‐SEA, MMSE, FBI, Verbal Fluency, and WCST. In differentiating

bvFTD from MDD, the Mini‐SEA performed the best (AUC = 0.98),

followed by the SEA (AUC = 0.97), MMSE (AUC = 0.75), FBI (AUC =

0.71), Verbal Fluency (AUC = 0.71), and, finally, theWCST performed

the worst (AUC = 0.66).

TABLE 5 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/Max
score

[17] Total score bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.72 N/A

[39] Total score bvFTD <HC 49 vs 26 0.88 N/A

[23] Total score bvFTD > AD 13 vs 22 88.3 91.7 0.96 ≥19.5/30.0

[23] Total score bvFTD > AD 13 vs 22 90.5 88.5 0.96 ≥21.5/30.0

[33] Total score bvFTD <MDD 37 vs 19 0.75 N/A

[33] Total score bvFTD
(mod) <MDD

20 vs 19 76.5 36.8 0.56 <25.0/30.0

[39] Total score bvFTD <MDD 49 vs 30 0.78 N/A

[35] Total score bvFTD <Mx
PPD/Neuro

cohort

55 vs 88 0.61 N/A

Note: See Supporting Information S1 for test references.

Abbreviations: Acc., accuracy; AD, Alzheimer's disease; AUC, area under the curve; bvFTD, behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; DLB, dementia

with Lewy bodies; HC, healthy controls; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MDD, major depressive disorder; Mx, mixed; N/A, not applicable; Neuro,
neurological; NPV, negative predictive value; NLR, negative likelihood ratio; PCA, posterior cortical atrophy; PLR, positive likelihood ratio; PPA, primary
progressive aphasia; PPD, primary psychiatric disorder; PPV, positive predictive value; Sens., sensitivity; Spec., specificity; VasD, vascular dementia.
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TABLE 6 Behavioral tools.

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/Max
score

Alzheimer's disease scale (AD scale)

[23] Total score bvFTD <AD 6 vs 28 98.3 82.4 0.96 <5.3/17.0

Apathy evaluation scale (AES)

[37] Self‐rated total score bvFTD >HC 86 vs 43 0.82 N/A

[37] Informant‐rated total score bvFTD >HC 86 vs 43 0.96 N/A

Barratt Impulsiveness Scale 11th version (BIS‐11)

[24] Total score bvFTD >AD 27 vs 25 68.2 80.0 0.79 68.0/120.0

Bayer Activities of Daily Living Scale (BADL)

[37] Self‐rated total score bvFTD >HC 86 vs 43 0.74 N/A

[37] Informant‐rated total score bvFTD >HC 86 vs 43 0.96 N/A

Behavioral Dysfunction Questionnaire (BDQ)

[77] Global average score
(without time constraint)

bvFTD >AD 34 vs 56 65.0 91.0 0.88 >1.4/5.0

[77] Global average score
(without time constraint)

bvFTD >MDD 34 vs 41 56.0 90.0 0.83 >1.6/5.0

Behavioral FT Lobe Dysfunction Assessment Scale (BFLDAS)

[78] Total score bvFTD >AD 33 vs 43 100.0 97.0 ≥3.0/4.0

[78] Total score bvFTD >VasD 33 vs 16 100.0 87.0 ≥3.0/4.0

[78] Total score bvFTD >AD/
VasD

33 vs 59 100.0 93.0 92.0 100 0.97 ≥3.0/4.0

[82] Total score bvFTD >AD/
PSP/BDI/HC

36 vs 106 97.0 45.0 1.7 ≥3.0/4.0

Behavioral pathology in AD rating scale (Behave‐AD)

[79] Aggression— (Affect +
Anxiety/phobia) subscore

bvFTD >AD 29 vs 29 82.8 55.2 69.0 X/X

Cambridge Behavioral Inventory (CBI)

[80] Total score bvFTD >AD 13 vs 37 53.8 86.5 X/X

[80] Total score bvFTD > svPPA 13 vs 20 53.8 55.0 X/X

Disinhibition, Apathy, Preservation, Hyperorality, Negligence, Empathy loss (DAPHNE)

[81] DAPHNE‐6 (screening score) bvFTD > fvAD 36 vs 20 92.0 55.0 2.0 ≥4.0/6.0

[81] DAPHNE‐40 (total score) bvFTD > fvAD 36 vs 20 47.0 85.0 3.1 ≥16.0/40.0

[81] DAPHNE “combined” score bvFTD > fvAD 36 vs 20 92.0 85.0 6.1 X/46.0

[82] DAPHNE‐6 (screening score) bvFTD >AD/
PSP/BDI/HC

36 vs 106 92.0 57.0 2.1 ≥4.0/6.0

[82] DAPHNE‐40 (total score) bvFTD >AD/
PSP/BDI/HC

36 vs 106 56.0 92.0 7.0 ≥15.0/40.0

[82] DAPHNE “combined” score bvFTD >AD/
PSP/BDI/HC

36 vs 106 92.0 92.0 11.5 X/46.0

Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioral ALS Screen (ECAS)

[22] Behavior subscore bvFTD >AD 15 vs 25 79.0 87.0 ≥4.0/10.0

Frontal Behavioral Inventory (FBI)

[83] Total score bvFTD >HC 52 vs 82 98.0 91.0 0.96 ≥8.0/72.0
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TABLE 6 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/Max
score

[83] Total score bvFTD

(mild) > HC

52 vs 82 97.0 91.0 0.97 ≥8.0/72.0

[83] Total score bvFTD (mod‐
severe) > HC

52 vs 82 100.0 93.0 0.99 ≥10.5/72.0

[84] Total score bvFTD >AD 26 vs 38 88.5 100.0 100 ≥30.0/72.0

[40] Spanish version—Total score bvFTD >AD 18 vs 33 83.3 100 0.50 0.17 ≥19.0/72.0

[85] Total score bvFTD >AD 52 vs 52 90.0 100 0.99 ≥27.0/72.0

[85] Total score bvFTD >AD 52 vs 52 100.0 62.0 0.99 ≥17.0/72.0

[86] FBI‐MINI—Total score bvFTD >AD 40 vs 33 73.0 76.0 0.81 74.0 ≥13.0/50.0

[86] FBI‐MINI—Positive subscale

score

bvFTD >AD 40 vs 33 83.0 76.0 0.83 79.0 ≥2.0/18.0

[86] FBI‐MINI—Negative
subscale score

bvFTD >AD 40 vs 33 83.0 57.0 0.77 71.0 ≥9.0/18.0

[87] FBI‐MOD—Total score bvFTD >AD 26 vs 53 73.1 67.9 0.78 ≥16.0/66.0

[87] FBI‐MOD—Total score bvFTD >MCI 26 vs 50 73.1 78.0 ≥16.0/66.0

[84] Total score bvFTD >VasD 26 vs 16 88.5 81.2 85.7 ≥30.0/72.0

[84] Total score bvFTD > PPA 26 vs 11 88.5 100.0 100 ≥30.0/72.0

[87] FBI‐MOD—Total score bvFTD > PPA 26 vs 7 73.1 85.7 ≥16.0/66.0

[84] Total score bvFTD >Dep 26 vs 17 88.2 92.3 90.7 ≥30.0/72.0

[82] Total score bvFTD >AD/
PSP/BDI/HC

36 vs 106 67.0 91.0 7.4 ≥27.0/72.0

[84] Total score bvFTD >AD/
PPA/VasD/Dep

26 vs 82 88.5 93.9 92.6 ≥30.0/72.0

[88] Total score bvFTD >AD/
VasD

35 vs 37 97.0 95.0 0.99 ≥23.0/72.0

[35] Positive subscale score bvFTD >Mx
PPD/Neuro
cohort

55 vs 82 0.68 N/A

[35] Negative subscale score bvFTD >Mx
PPD/Neuro
cohort

55 vs 82 0.67 N/A

Frontal Systems Behavior Scale (FrSBe)

[37] Self‐rated frequency

subscore

bvFTD >HC 86 vs 43 0.73 N/A

[37] Informant‐rated frequency
subscore

bvFTD >HC 86 vs 43 0.97 N/A

[89] Total score bvFTD >AD 31 vs 33 90.9 71.0 81.3 X/X

Informant‐Based Questionnaire (IBQ)

[23] Total score bvFTD >AD 18 vs 19 100.0 100.0 ≥0.0/17.0

Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI)

[40] Emotional concern subscore bvFTD <AD 18 vs 33 87.9 66.7 0.89 2.64 0.18 ≤22.0/35.0

[45] Emotional concern subscore bvFTD <AD 406 vs 58 72.0 63.0 0.73 ≤23.5/35.0

[40] Perspective taking subscore bvFTD <AD 18 vs 33 93.9 88.9 0.97 8.45 0.07 ≤16.0/35.0

[45] Perspective taking subscore bvFTD <AD 406 vs 58 75.0 61.0 0.76 ≤16.5/35.0

(Continues)
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TABLE 6 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/Max
score

[45] Emotional concern subscore bvFTD < svPPA 406 vs 61 66.0 64.0 0.68 ≤22.5/35.0

[45] Perspective taking subscore bvFTD < svPPA 406 vs 61 64.0 64.0 0.66 ≤14.5/35.0

[45] Emotional concern subscore bvFTD <Mx
dementia cohort

406 vs 385 72.0 63.0 0.73 ≤23.5/35.0

[45] Perspective taking subscore bvFTD <Mx

dementia cohort

406 vs 385 75.0 64.0 0.76 ≤16.5/35.0

Middelheim Frontality Score (MFS)

[90] Total score bvFTD >AD 62 vs 400 88.7 89.0 0.37 0.98 ≥5.0/10.0

[90] Total score bvFTD (mild)
> AD (mild)

24 vs 42 91.7 85.7 ≥4.0/10.0

[90] Total score bvFTD (mild)
> AD (mild)

24 vs 42 79.2 92.9 ≥5.0/10.0

Mild Behavioral Impairment Checklist (MBI‐C)

[83] Total score bvFTD >HC 52 vs 82 100.0 83.0 0.96 ≥5.5/102.0

[83] Total score bvFTD
(mild) > HC

52 vs 82 100.0 83.0 0.95 ≥5.5/102.0

[83] Total score bvFTD (mod‐
severe) > HC

52 vs 82 95.0 93.0 0.97 ≥12.0/102.0

Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI)

[83] NPI Questionnaire—Total
score

bvFTD >HC 52 vs 82 93.0 79.0 0.91 ≥2.5/12.0

[83] NPI Questionnaire—Total
score

bvFTD
(mild) > HC

52 vs 82 90.0 79.0 0.89 ≥2.5/12.0

[83] NPI Questionnaire—Total
score

bvFTD (mod‐
severe) > HC

52 vs 82 95.0 79.0 0.93 ≥2.5/12.0

[91] (Apathy + Disinhibition) ‐
Depression subscore

bvFTD >AD 22 vs 30 77.0 77.0 X/X

[92] Total score bvFTD >AD 12 vs 12 100.0 100.0 ≥13.0/120.0

Pick's Disease Scale (FTD scale)

[23] Total score bvFTD >AD 6 vs 28 94.9 82.5 0.91 ≥4.8/13.0

[93] Total score bvFTD >AD/
VasD/MixDem

52 vs 138 93.0 92.0 81.0 97.0 0.96 ≥6.0/13.0

Revised Self‐Monitoring Scale (r‐SMS)

[40] Total score bvFTD <AD 18 vs 33 100 72.2 0.95 3.60 0.0 ≤32.0/65.0

Scale for Emotional Blunting (SEB)

[94] Time difference score bvFTD >AD 13 vs 18 92.0 80.0 84.6 94.4 0.98 ≥15.0/32.0

[95] Total score bvFTD >AD/HC 12 vs 24 92.0 83.5 >12.0/32.0

Social Behavior Questionnaire (SBQ)

[96] Total score bvFTD >AD 23 vs 19 78.0 89.0 ≥5.0/115.0

[96] Total score bvFTD > PSP/
PPA

23 vs 14 78.0 79.0 ≥5.0/115.0

Social Behavior Observer Checklist (SBOCL)

[97] Disorganized subscale score bvFTD >HC 135 vs 125 100 0.91 2.0/24.0

[97] Reactive subscale score bvFTD >HC 135 vs 125 100 0.67 3.0/15.0
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The impact of disease severity

The 24 studies that only included mild bvFTD reported that nearly all

the tools had better performance compared to studies where the

same tools were used but included participants with a mix of early

and more advanced stages of the disease. For example, the studies

that differentiated mild bvFTD from mild AD with memory tests had

consistently good test performance.29,61 In contrast, other studies

reported a large variation in the ability of memory tests to

differentiate bvFTD from AD of mixed disease severity. One study33

did a subgroup analysis for mild bvFTD compared to a cohort of more

advanced bvFTD. This study reported that the WCST, Verbal

Fluency, FAB, MMSE, SEA and Mini‐SEA all performed worse at

differentiating more advanced bvFTD, compared to mild bvFTD, from

moderate to severe MDD. Another study83 did a subgroup analysis

for mild bvFTD compared to moderate to severe bvFTD reporting

that the FBI, MBI‐C, and NPI all performed better at differentiating

more advanced bvFTD, compared to mild bvFTD, from healthy

controls.

DISCUSSION

While social cognition and behavioral tools appeared most useful, this

systematic review highlighted notable inconsistencies within the

literature pertaining to the clinical tools used to differentiate bvFTD

from other conditions. In general, the robustness of the results was

undermined by reliance on data from single studies, many of which

were of low quality as evaluated by the QUADAS‐2 criteria. In

addition, the clinical applicability of reported results was limited due

to inappropriate sampling. Most studies used comparator cohorts,

such as healthy controls or amnestic presentations of Alzheimer's

disease, where the clinical differentiation from bvFTD is rarely a

challenge, thus questioning the relevance of results to real‐world

diagnostic scenarios. There were, however, five studies of high‐

quality rating that also reported that social cognition and behavioral

tools outperformed other tests. Furthermore, despite the poor

QUADAS‐2 ratings of most studies, it was noted that a small number

undertook a comparative analysis of multiple tests within the same

cohort, thus design limitations were somewhat cancelled out; these

studies reinforced the conclusion that social cognition and behavioral

measures were the most effective methods in the identification of

bvFTD.

BvFTD is unique among degenerative dementias in that the

most salient early features are behavioral disturbances rather than

deficits in traditional cognitive domains, such as memory and

language. The diagnostic possibilities for behavioral changes with

onset in middle age or older are broad, including various dementias,

neurological and psychiatric disorders, and bvFTD “phenocopies”

with no definable clinical disease.10–12 To optimize clinical transla-

tion, tools should be validated prospectively in cohorts where

bvFTD is one of the possible diagnoses out of a range of plausible

alternative outcomes. Most studies (61.5%), however, compared

bvFTD with AD or healthy controls, thus potentially limiting the

clinical relevance (people with typical AD or healthy controls are

usually not mistaken for bvFTD). The application of clinical tools to

differentiate bvFTD from AD or healthy controls does, nonetheless,

offer a proof‐of‐concept in that if a tool failed to discriminate these

groups it could be abandoned. To understand an instrument's true

diagnostic value, however, it needs to be validated prospectively in

cases of genuine diagnostic uncertainty. Only a small fraction of

studies (11.4%) included a cohort of primary psychiatric disorders,

although, arguably, this is the main differential for late‐onset frontal

behavioral change. Notably, very few studies have subjected social

TABLE 6 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/Max
score

[97] Insensitive subscale score bvFTD >HC 135 vs 125 93.3 0.73 3.0/6.0

Socioemotional Dysfunction Scale (SDS)

[98] Total score bvFTD >AD 16 vs 18 88.0 83.0 0.92 >105.0/
200.0

[98] Total score bvFTD >AD 16 vs 18 94.0 72.0 0.92 >89.0/200.0

Stereotypy Rating Inventory (SRI)

[35] Total score bvFTD >Mx
PPD/Neuro
cohort

55 vs 82 0.73 N/A

Note: See Supporting Information S1 for test references.

Abbreviations: Acc., accuracy; AD, Alzheimer's disease; AUC, area under the curve; BDI, Bipolar I disorder; bvFTD, behavioral variant frontotemporal
dementia; Dep, depression; fvAD, frontal variant Alzheimer's disease; HC, healthy controls; MDD, major depressive disorder; MixDem, mixed dementia;
Mx, mixed; N/A, not applicable; Neuro, neurological; NPV, negative predictive value; NLR, negative likelihood ratio; PLR, positive likelihood ratio;

PPA, primary progressive aphasia; PPV, positive predictive value; PPD, primary psychiatric disorder; PSP, progressive supranuclear palsy; Sens., sensitivity;
Spec., specificity; svPPA, semantic variant primary progressive aphasia; VasD, vascular dementia.
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cognition or behavioral tools to this test. This is problematic, as

despite the review's findings favoring social cognition and behav-

ioral tools, most studies assessed these tools against comparator

groups where frontal behavioral disturbance, characteristic of

bvFTD, are uncommon. When these tools were applied to

psychiatric cohorts, the results were far less clear. For example,

one study50 reported that people with bvFTD performed better at

the Ekman's Faces Test than people with BDI. A key finding of this

review, therefore, was that only 5.2% of studies involved appropri-

ate sampling and prospective application of clinical tools in

suspected bvFTD cases, covering the broad spectrum of clinical

outcomes and thus yielding more clinically meaningful results. The

significance of this limitation is exemplified by contrasting the

results for specific tests when evaluated in the presence or absence

of appropriate sampling and prospective design. In general, when

the study design was rated high quality, test performance was found

to be weaker. For instance, in the high‐quality‐rated LOF cohort, the

FBI was reported to have a poor AUC of 0.68,35 whereas other

studies with poor quality ratings reported excellent AUC of

≥0.9683,85,88; other examples of the same phenomenon include

the MMSE (AUC = 0.61 in the LOF cohort35; AUC up to 0.96 in

studies with poor quality rating23) and FAUX‐20 (AUC = 0.6 in the

LOF cohort,51 AUC of 0.95 in a study with a poor quality rating29).

A further problem in non‐prospective studies, though one whose

magnitude is impossible to quantify in a review, is that of false

positive diagnoses of bvFTD. As mentioned in the introduction, this is

a significant issue in bvFTD6–8 and there is no reason to assume that

this would not also be the case in research studies. Only 56.4% of

studies mentioned the use of supportive neuroimaging, histo-

pathology, or genetics for diagnosis. People with clear evidence of

frontotemporal degeneration on imaging studies, or with known

genetic mutations, are arguably less in need of clinical diagnostic

tests, although as mentioned already, they can be informative for

proof‐of‐concept studies. Suspected bvFTD with negative markers of

neurodegeneration is where clinical tests are most required and yet a

mere 12.5% had a follow‐up period of at least 2 years, though this is

crucial to ensure diagnostic stability for bvFTD.10 Absence of

longitudinal outcome data quite possibly resulted in the inclusion of

false positive bvFTD cases, thereby confounding the review's results.

This seems especially germane to studies that evaluated behavioral

tools. For instance, a participant diagnosed with bvFTD based solely

on behavioral symptoms will inherently have high scores on

behavioral measures, irrespective of whether they truly have the

disease or not.

The results of some studies, even if they reported high accuracy,

seemed unlikely to find a role in real‐world clinical environments. For

TABLE 7 Other clinical tools

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

Alberta Smell Test (AST)

[99] Total score bvFTD <MDD 21 vs 38 91.0 97.0 79.0 99.0 0.83 94.0 ≤2.0/20.0

Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (CDR)

[37] Total score bvFTD >HC 86 vs 43 1.0 N/A

FTLD‐Modified CDR (CDR‐FTLD)

[37] Total score bvFTD >HC 86 vs 43 1.0 N/A

[100] Spanish version—Memory
score

bvFTD > AD/PPA/HC 27 vs 104 85.0 52.0 81.0 58.0 0.68 ≥0.8/3.0

[100] Spanish version—Language

score

bvFTD > AD/PPA/HC 27 vs 104 48.0 70.0 80.0 36.0 0.61 ≥0.8/3.0

[100] Spanish version—Behavior
score

bvFTD > AD/PPA/HC 27 vs 104 91.0 85.0 94.0 79.0 0.95 ≥1.5/3.0

FTD versus Primary Psychiatric Disorder (FTDvsPPD) Checklist

[101] 18 item version—Total score bvFTD >Mx PPD
cohort

46 vs 66 0.90 N/A

[101] 17 item version—Total score bvFTD >Mx PPD
cohort

46 vs 66 93.9 71.1 89.2 0.91 ≥11.0/17.0

Screening instrument for frontotemporal dementia (SIFTD)

[102] Total score bvFTD > AD 12 vs 12 83.3 91.7 ≥3.0/12.0

Note: See Supporting Information S1 for test references.

Abbreviations: Acc., accuracy; AD, Alzheimer's disease; AUC, area under the curve; bvFTD, behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; HC, healthy

controls; MDD, major depressive disorder; Mx, mixed; N/A, not applicable; NPV, negative predictive value; NLR, negative likelihood ratio; PLR, positive
likelihood ratio; PPA, primary progressive aphasia; PPV, positive predictive value; Sens., sensitivity; Spec., specificity.
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TABLE 8 Combinations of clinical tools.

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

[17] BDST + PF + TMT‐B +WCST bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.07 N/A

HOT +MET + IGT + REMT + FAUX bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.98 N/A

HOT +MET + IGT + REMT bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.99 N/A

IGT +HOT bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.96 N/A

IGT + FAUX bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.96 N/A

IGT + REMT bvFTD <HC 35 vs 14 0.95 N/A

[29] MINI‐SEA +WHO/UCLA AVLT bvFTD < AD 22 vs 26 0.95 N/A

[31] FAB + An in‐house bvFTD behavioral
questionnaire

bvFTD < AD 35 vs 46 100.0 93.0 94.0 100 97.0 X/X

[40] ACE‐III + IFS bvFTD < AD 18 vs 33 77.8 90.9 0.91 X/X

MINI‐SEA +ACE‐III + IFS bvFTD < AD 18 vs 33 88.9 100 0.96 X/X

[54] MINI‐SEA +MoCA bvFTD < AD 20 vs 33 100 93.0 0.99 ≤16.7/60.0

MINI‐SEA +MoCA bvFTD < PD 20 vs 51 100 93.0 0.99 ≤15.0/60.0

MINI‐SEA +MoCA bvFTD <HC 20 vs 29 100 93.0 0.95 ≤25.0/60.0

MINI‐SEA +MoCA + IFS bvFTD < PD 20 vs 51 93.8 100 98.3 X/X

MINI‐SEA +MoCA + IFS bvFTD <HC 20 vs 29 70.0 93.1 83.7 X/X

MINI‐SEA + IFS bvFTD < PD 20 vs 51 93.8 100 98.3 X/X

[63] ACE‐R memory + RAVLT + ROCF bvFTD > AD 23 vs 21 0.92 N/A

VST orientation + ACE‐R
memory + RAVLT + ROCF

bvFTD > AD 23 vs 21 91.3 94.4 92.7 X/X

[103] MMSE + FCSRT free‐recall subscore bvFTD > PPA 35 vs 20 85.0 43.0 69.0 X/X

MMSE +WSCT bvFTD > PPA 35 vs 20 91.0 43.0 X/X

WSCT + FCSRT free‐recall subscore bvFTD > PPA 35 vs 20 85.0 52.0 X/X

MoCA language subscore + PF bvFTD > PPA 35 vs 20 79.0 57.0 X/X

MoCA language subscore + BNT bvFTD > PPA 35 vs 20 91.0 48.0 X/X

PF + BNT bvFTD > PPA 35 vs 20 94.0 33.0 X/X

[104] Husn Vocabulary Test + Cronholm
Verbal Memory Test + Dureman Block
Design Test

bvFTD > AD
(path dx)

11 vs 17 82.0 94.0 89.0 X/X

bvFTD > AD
(clinic dx)

17 vs 21 76.0 90.0 84.-
0

X/X

[105] ROCF copy + PF +NPI apathy

subscore

bvFTD > AD 19 vs 39 73.7 94.7 87.9 X/X

ROCF copy + PF +NPI apathy
subscore

bvFTD > AD 11 vs 23 82.6 81.8 82.3 X/X

[106] Antisaccade Test + PF + Social Norms
Questionnaire + Behavioral Rating

Scale

bvFTD > AD 20 vs 24 65.0 79.0 73.0 X/X

[107] FAB/Perceptual Assessment Battery
ratio

bvFTD < AD/
SIVD/HC

23 vs 66 93.0 93.0 <0.83

[108] PF + ROCF recall + Renzi Apraxia

Test + Visual Object and Space
Perception battery cube analysis

bvFTD > AD 10 vs 10 70.0 80.0 X/X

(Continues)
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TABLE 8 (Continued)

Study Test Cohort
Sample
size Sens. Spec. PPV NPV AUC PLR NLR Acc.

Cut‐off/
Max score

[109] Mattis Dementia Rating Scale memory

subscore + PF +Wechsler Intelligence
Scale For Children–Revised block
design

bvFTD > AD 14 vs 28 76.9 90.9 86.0 X/X

[110] Penn Emotion Recognition Task + IRI

insight

bvFTD <MDD 17 vs 16 0.97 N/A

Note: See Supporting Information S1 for test references.

Abbreviations: Acc., accuracy; ACE‐III, Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination III; ACE‐R, Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination‐Revised; AD,
Alzheimer's disease; AUC, area under the curve; BDST, backwards digit span test; BNT, Boston Naming Test; bvFTD, behavioral variant

frontotemporal dementia; Dx, diagnosis; FAB, Frontal Assessment Battery; FAUX, Faux Pas Test; FCSRT, Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test;
FTD, frontotemporal dementia; HC, healthy controls; HOT, Hotel Task; IFS, INECO Frontal Screening; IGT, Iowa Gambling Task; IRI, Interpersonal
reactivity index; MET, Multiple Errands Test; MDD, major depressive disorder; MINI‐SEA, Mini Social Cognition and Emotional Assessment;
MMSE, Mini‐Mental State Examination; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; N/A, not applicable; NLR, negative likelihood ratio; NPI,
neuropsychiatric inventory; NPV, negative predictive value; Path, pathological; PD, Parkinson's disease; PF, phonemic fluency; PLR, positive

likelihood ratio; PPA, primary progressive aphasia; PPV, positive predictive value; RAVLT, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; REMT, Reading the
Mind in the Eyes Test; ROCF, Rey–Osterreith Complex Figure copy task; Sens., sensitivity; SIVD, subcortical ischemic vascular dementia;
Spec., specificity; TMT‐B, Trail Maker Test Part B; VST, virtual supermarket task; WHO/UCLA AVLT, Modified‐World Health Organization/
University of California‐Los Angeles Auditory Verbal Learning Test; WSCT, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.

F IGURE 3 Summary of test performance for the main comparator cohorts. This figure depicts the diagnostic accuracy of tests in
differentiating behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (BvFTD) from other groups through Forest plots. Each point represents the
area under the curve (AUC) value for tests assessing executive function, social cognition, other cognitive, behavioral, and other clinical
tools with the horizontal lines indicating 95% confidence intervals. Mean (range) shows the average and variability of the AUC between
studies.
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instance, demonstrating that a dementia rating scale (CDR) perfectly

discriminated bvFTD from controls37 seems self‐evident and

unhelpful when one notes that, by definition, the former had

dementia while the latter did not (and thus could not earn a dementia

“rating” score). Similarly, reporting that impairment of memory is

predictive of bvFTD when compared to controls whereas preserva-

tion of memory is predictive of bvFTD compared to AD (see Table 4)

seems hard to operationalize. This also raises the important confound

of bvFTD being a progressive disease. For example, a patient with

bvFTD may transition from preserved to impaired on a test as disease

progresses, thus highlighting a major limitation in taking a univariate

approach to evaluating test performance. The relationship of disease

stage to test accuracy was difficult to assess in this review because of

a lack of standardization in defining the former across different

studies. Two studies33,83 did, however, compare mild to more

advanced bvFTD. The first study33 reported that cognitive tools

had diminished performance in more advanced bvFTD when the

comparator cohort also had a high level of disease severity.

F IGURE 4 Risk of bias. This figure depicts the risk of bias of the included studies according to the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic
Accuracy Studies 2 quality appraisal tool.

TABLE 9 Checklist for clinical validation of diagnostic tools in bvFTD

Prospective study design.

Studies in which tests are evaluated and the diagnosis made at the same time are of limited clinical translation as either (i) the diagnosis is already so
clear that a new diagnostic test will offer little value or (ii) if not, the diagnosis may be unstable making it an unreliable gold‐standard. Cross‐sectional
studies of this type should be viewed only as proof‐of‐concept.

Clinical tools should be evaluated as close to first presentation possible.

Inclusion of people with advanced bvFTD where there is little diagnostic uncertainty is of limited value beyond proof‐of‐concept.

Recruitment should include patients where there is genuine clinical uncertainty but bvFTD is one of the possibilities.

This means including comparator groups where bvFTD is a plausible differential diagnosis; comparing to groups such as amnestic AD or healthy

controls where no clinician would ever entertain a diagnosis of bvFTD is of very limited value.

Multiple clinical tools/algorithms should be compared in the same cohort.

There is inevitably a degree of heterogeneity between cohorts making comparison between studies difficult. Comparison of multiple tools in the same
cohort offers some mitigation against this problem while also expediting discovery.

Disease severity should be classified, and a subgroup analysis should occur.

To understand heterogeneity in disease severity between cohorts, severity should be assessed by validated measures, such as the CDR‐FTLD and
symptom duration. Subgroup analyses stratified by severity and illness duration is important to understand where a tool's strengths and weaknesses
may lie.

Results should be evaluated in comparison to long‐term outcome, with a follow‐up of at least 2 years, to ensure diagnostic stability.

This should include imaging evidence of frontotemporal degeneration in the bvFTD cohort and absence thereof in comparator cohort(s).

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer's disease; bvFTD, behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; CDR‐FTLD, Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration‐modified
Clinical Dementia Rating Scale.
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Unsurprisingly, the second study83 reported that behavioral tools had

better performance in more advanced bvFTD when the comparator

cohort was behaviorally normal (i.e., healthy controls).

The studies that examined multiple tools within the same

cohort17,19,25,29,33,35,40,51,83 warrant highlighting because limitations

in study design were somewhat neutralized—though it does not

negate the problem of cohorts being contaminated by false positive

bvFTD—by being common to all comparisons. These studies notably

indicated that social cognition and behavioral tools were more

effective than other clinical tools. A few studies17,29,31,40,54,63,103–110

further enhanced diagnostic accuracy by integrating various tools

into a diagnostic algorithm. The VLOM ratio,139 as an early

application of this multivariate methodology, employed an algorithm

that integrated differences across various cognitive domains to

differentiate FTD from AD. Five of the studies17,29,40,54,110 reported

that when tests of social cognition were combined with memory,

executive function, cognitive batteries, or level of insight, test

performance was excellent.

The findings of this review emphasize the importance of robust

study design in evaluating clinical tools to differentiate bvFTD from

other conditions. It is crucial for these studies to include people with

bvFTD whose diagnosis is ultimately confirmed with a high degree of

certainty. Moreover, it is paramount that clinical tools undergo

evaluation at the initial presentation when diagnostic tests are most

needed. This approach minimizes the risk of bias. A clinical tool may

pass the hurdle of differentiating bvFTD from healthy controls or AD,

but its clinical worth cannot be gauged until it has been tested in a

prospective cohort where there is genuine uncertainty about

diagnosis. In line with these considerations, we propose a structured

checklist for the appraisal of clinical tools in bvFTD trials (Table 9).

CONCLUSION

This systematic review identified cognitive, behavioral, and other

clinical tools that have been used to differentiate bvFTD from other

conditions. The quality of most studies was low and introduced a high

risk of bias, making translation of results into clinical practice

extremely challenging. The few studies that were of high quality

had a prospective study design, had a follow‐up period of 2 years,

and applied clinical tools to a cohort where there was genuine

diagnostic uncertainty. These studies reported that behavioral tools

(e.g., the Frontal Behavioral Inventory) and social cognition tests (e.g.,

the Ekman's Faces Test) had good test performance in differentiating

bvFTD from most cohorts. A striking finding of the review, however,

was that the overwhelming majority of test evaluations took a

univariate approach. This seems inherently flawed considering that (i)

bvFTD is a progressive disease and, as such, will manifest evolving

clinical deficits across time; and (ii) the differential diagnosis includes

a range of disorders, which themselves exhibit heterogeneity of

clinical features. Aside from prioritizing prospective study designs

and appropriate sampling, future research should include more

emphasis on multivariate data (including algorithms that take account

of both impairments and capabilities) and Bayesian approaches to

understanding applicability of diagnostic algorithms. In response to

these challenges, we have developed a structured checklist for the

appraisal of clinical tools in bvFTD research.
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